Emerging from folk and performative traditions, Breton lais/lays move into the written record with Marie de France's courtly twelfth-century Anglo-Norman collection. Individual lays -those lifted out of Marie's anthology (but others as well) -circulated on both sides of the channel and throughout Europe, with just a few Middle English versions enduring across centuries and into the modern world. Although some questions persist about the extent to which the Breton lays form a distinct genre and about exactly which Middle English texts deserve the appellation, scholarly interest in them has increased substantially over the past forty years.
the Middle English Breton lays within the manuscript matrix or within our own contemporary editions, conceptual and material frameworks obviously shape our encounters and influence our interpretations. Although we can (and often do) minimize their embeddedness in manuscript, different meanings and valences emerge when we examine them in proximity to texts from the same manuscript (unlike romances, the Breton lays have not received nearly as much attention in codicological analyses or in interpretations affected by manuscript study). Of course, we can investigate surviving variants, situating versions of the same basic narrative side by side; as Murray Evans has noted: 'there are at least two or perhaps three Sir Orfeos and two Sir Degarés. It is a convenient and frequent shorthand for literary critics of the poem to deal with the Auchinleck versions as the versions of Orfeo and Degaré.' And we might be drawn to the Auchinleck because of what Evans calls 'a preference for the more faery versions and so-called "better texts" in Auchinleck.' But, he argues, 'an examination of [...] each manuscript version of the works in its manuscript context encourages a more accurate view, not only of the poems, but also of the contexts in which they exist.' 2 Middle English Breton lay manuscript witnesses frequently survive only as fragments; consequently, remnants are typically woven together to create an altered cloth: the ostensibly seamless narratives found in our modern editions, the lays we take as subjects for our hermeneutic inquiry. The Auchinleck Manuscript (National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.2.1, no. 155), compiled circa 1330-1340, provides rich contrasts with modern renditions of three lays, because our modern editions alter and sew Breton lay manuscript materiality into what we consider 'complete' texts. Le Freine in the Auchinleck MS lacks an ending; a folio has been cut away, leaving only a stub ( fig. 1 Among the surviving Middle English Breton lays preserved beyond the Auchinleck, is Emaré, with a problematic interpretative element: an elaborate, bejeweled and embroidered cloth that becomes nearly a character in its own right within the text. And it offers an apt metaphor for any discussion of Middle English Breton lays. The cloth originates in the Middle East, embroidered by the Emir's daughter for the Sultan's son as a sign of love, a gift marking their betrothal. It is then seized as plunder in war and given as a gift from a vassal to his lord, the Christian Emperor, Emaré's father. The Emperor, in turn, has it cut apart and re-pieced into a robe for his daughter. This marvelous robe accompanies Emaré on an extended journey to foreign lands, from maidenhood to wifedom to motherhood, through two exiles, and finally to the reunion scene that marks the end of the narrative. Whether considered within their medieval manuscript matrices or within contemporary editions, the lays in Middle English also survive by a circuitous route across languages, cultures, and time. They are taken, borrowed, and/or adapted from less politically-powerful Breton (Celtic) folk materials by a more powerful French-speaking elite Norman writer in England. In Marie de France's collection, they are preserved by the victors who conquered both Celts abandoned twin who elopes with her lover, Guroun. Having preserved a cloth and ring that link her to her family, she is finally restored and recognized as a full and rightful member of her aristocratic family. Orfeo loses his beloved Heurodis; Heurodis goes mad knowing she will suffer abduction; and for years the two survive in parallel states of living-death. They endure the rupture of loss only to be reunited finally through the magic of music and song, resonating with the cultural continuities of story and music across the channel that offered a kind of consolation to descendents of Norman invaders. 11 Degaré is born from a fairy-father's sexual assault on his human mother.
Abandoned in his infancy as a result of the rape, the foundling eventually journeys to find his mother and then his father, barely escaping incest and patricide, before being recognized as the offspring of his parents, consolidating his adult identity, and marrying into a new and different future. The text tells us the very name 'Degaré' means 'Thing, that not neuer, whar it is / Or thing that is negh forlorn also' (256-257). 12 His appellation, from the French 'égaré' (meaning 'lost' or 'one who wanders,') figuratively reflects the situation of Anglo-Norman descendants in Britain, both seeking and competing with their Norman heritage -either way, weaving it into Middle English language and literature. So, more than primarily a celebratory declaration of a new English nation (or proto-nation), the early fourteenth-century Auchinleck is a text that acknowledges loss and nostalgia as it simultaneously presents 10 Ibid. 11 The text also posits a kingdom left to the rule of Orfeo's steward rather than to his own children, positing a succession based on loyalty and proper actions rather than on the direct blood line. 'What writers subsequent to Marie are telling us when they call their narrative poems lais is not that they know or even claim to know anything about Breton originals, but that they wish for their audience to glimpse in their poems something of the precision, something of the restraint, or even simply something of the skill which can be found in Marie's highly influential body of poems.' 17 As
Christopher Baswell argues, the Auchinleck 'holds onto Anglo-Norman as the palimpsest language that authenticates heroic antiquity and aristocratic hierarchy.'
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Codicological features also challenge any assumption that the Auchinleck manuscript is the first extant book composed completely (or nearly completely) in Middle English, namely because of the extensive damage to the manuscript. Forty-three items survive, but at least seventeen items are missing (over a quarter of the present manuscript). Alison Wiggins identifies the following losses, known because each item was numbered during the production of the book: 'The original position of these lost items is indicated by the surviving item numbers: five items have been lost from the start of the manuscript as the first item bears the number vi (6); five more from between items xxxvii (37) and xliii (43); four are lost between xlvi (46) and li (51); and three from between lvi (56) and lx (60).' She adds, 'These calculations are, however, only approximate as they rely upon the accuracy of the item numbering of the lost leaves 22 Each edition orders the lays differently and contains slight variations in content ( fig. 8 ). Certainly the similarities far outweigh differences, since all attempt to isolate a collection of specific texts more or less identifiable as Breton lays, unlike the many more-general collections of medieval romance that treat the Breton lay as more or less indistinguishable from short romances. But nevertheless, each edition weaves the lays into another kind of 'whole book' for contemporary readers, something akin to the cutting, rearranging, and resewing the Emperor does with the marvelous cloth in Emaré.
Rumble offers no explanation of his text's contents or ordering. He begins with Thomas Chestre's Sir Launfal, and the lays are not presented in manuscript groups, historical order or in relation to extant French sources. He omits The Erle of Tolous, but his anthology does include Chaucer's Franklin's Tale. Whether purposeful or not, his collection is book-ended by texts whose authors are known for sure: Thomas Chestre and Chaucer. Laskaya and Salisbury's edition (organized by the TEAMS series) presents material chronologically: works from the early 14 th century first, followed by works found in 15 th century manuscripts. Notably, it omits the Franklin's Tale. Comparing the Laskaya-Salisbury edition to Rumble's, it is clear that a more rationalized order occurs, but there are also questions raised by the Laskaya-Salisbury first edition. The TEAMS edition rearranges the Auchinleck manuscript order of the lays to accommodate the marketplace. Orfeo appears first, with Le Freine second and Degaré last. In the manuscript, the order is just the opposite: Degaré, Le Freine, Orfeo.
Orfeo, of all the Middle English Breton lays, has sparked the greatest numbers of articles and book chapters by far, and it is included more often than any other ME Breton lay in various anthologies. The valorization of Orfeo in the Laskaya-Salisbury edition is worth stopping to consider, since it is, in some ways, the least representative lay. A focus on the younger generation, on children (or young adults) who then grow into adulthood is a more common topos for the Middle English Breton lays than the already-married couple who dominate Orfeo. And Sir Orfeo also posits a future kingship based not on a predetermined familial 'right' of blood (since Orfeo and Heurodis produce no heirs) but on demonstrated ability, since the loyal steward becomes king after Orfeo (perhaps appealing to readers now, fulfilling our own contemporary fantasies). The power of the classical myth, echoing on into the present after Renaissance humanism (and the prestige of that material in Western culture) might also explain Orfeo's placement and attention in contemporary editions. Or is the valorization of Orfeo, not only in the TEAMS edition but in scholarship more generally, a product of patriarchal desires not quite as well fulfilled by Le Freine with its focus on female characters and premarital sex (albeit absorbed, finally, into a fullypatriarchal scheme) nor as comforted by the sensational Degaré with its inclusion of rape, near-incest, and near-patricide? Is this valorization in our editions evidence of an English turn away from Le Freine which pales next to Marie de France's elite poetic accomplishment? Does it suggest an Anglophile bias that elevates a text set near Winchester, one that notably lacks an extant French precursor? Or is it a contemporary sensibility that values the indeterminate and multicultural, best performed by Orfeo with its inexplicable melding of quest, grief, music, love, and governance, its blending Celtic, Breton, Classical, French, and Middle English literary and linguistic materials?
The Stévanovitch/Mathieu edition arranges the texts in order of their affinity to known, extant French originals and so dislodges Orfeo from an initial position. Here, Le Freine and Landeval lead. Such an arrangement emphasizes the genealogical relationship of English material to French precursors. However, this edition, like the previous two, disrupts the Auchinleck manuscript order, placing Le Freine first in the volume, then Orfeo and last, Degaré. The French edition also supplies page-to-page translations of the Middle English into modern French, a move that sings the lays back into the modernized mother tongue even if its purpose is to help French students with the difficulties of Middle English.
We know texts are produced by and produce culture. That said, the three current editions of collected Breton lays each reveal their own contemporary cultural, geopolitical and social contexts and also help produce not only our academic cultures but also what our cultures call 'medieval' and what is valued about 'the medieval' and the 'Breton Lay.' As scholars, then, whether we consider the manuscript matrices of the Middle English Breton lays, or read and respond to the lays using modern edited versions, we piece them into distinct narratives and contexts, creating another garment out of them that lies anew across time and readers.
